
HIGH FRUCTOSE CORN SYRUP

High-fructose corn syrup (HFCS), also known as glucose-fructose, isoglucose and glucose-fructose syrup, is a
sweetener made from corn starch. As in the.

Sugar in any form causes obesity and disease when consumed in pharmacologic doses. High-Fructose Corn
Syrup vs. Peanut and other nut butters: Peanut butter might seem to be a savory treat, but it is actually very
sweet. Check the labels of salad dressings, ketchup, barbecue sauce, and other condiments. The real issues are
only two. This is because large amounts of HFCS feed the natural bacteria in our intestines, which produce
gas. Since there is there is no chemical bond between them, no digestion is required so they are more rapidly
absorbed into your blood stream. Consumption of moderate amounts of fructose has also been linked to
positive outcomes, including reducing appetite if consumed before a meal, lower blood sugar increases
compared to glucose, and again compared to glucose delaying exhaustion if consumed during exercise. Many
natural and organic health advocates argue that HFCS is more dangerous than other sugars. To create HFCS,
manufacturers add enzymes to corn syrup that convert some of the glucose to fructose. Granola and nutrition
bars: Granola bars, protein bars, and other purportedly healthful snacks often use sweeteners to improve the
taste. Ludwig, M. Stay away if you want to stay healthy. In the U. What do you think of the science presented
here and the general effects of HFCS on the American diet? The main difference is that the fructose and
glucose molecules are bound together in table sugar. Sucrose is also made up of the same two simple sugars,
glucose and fructose, joined together to form a single molecule containing one glucose molecule and one
fructose molecule, an exact one-to-one ratio. High-fructose corn syrup is a common sweetener in sodas and
fruit-flavored drinks. The problem with HFCS is its prevalence. I assume the other , physicians in America
received the same propaganda at who knows what cost. When HFCS is run through a chemical analyzer or a
chromatograph, strange chemical peaks show up that are not glucose or fructose. This certainly calls into
question the purity of this processed form of super sugar. Processed desserts: Packaged sweets, including
candy, prepackaged cookies, muffins, and other desserts, often include HFCS. New websites like www.
Jeffrey Bland, a nutritional biochemist, a student of Linus Pauling, and I reviewed the existing science, and
Dr. David S. Starch itself is a chain of glucose a simple sugar molecules joined together. Heart disease and
diabetes: There is not much research to show that HFCS causes heart disease or diabetes. FDA receives many
inquiries asking about the safety of HFCS, often referring to studies about how humans metabolize fructose or
fructose-containing sweeteners. Research has consistently shown links between the consumption of HFCS and
obesity , metabolic dysregulation, and similar health issues. Am J Clin Nutr. You can find much more
information about your privacy choices in our privacy policy. Sweetened juices : Some fruit juices, including
those that manufacturers market to children, contain HFCS. Controversy exists, however, about whether the
body handles high-fructose corn syrup differently than table sugar. If you are looking for personalized medical
support, we highly recommend contacting Dr. Ames shared shocking new evidence from his research center
on how HFCS can trigger body-wide inflammation and obesity.


